Prologue
This post ends the Polynesian saga, from the Marquesas, epicenter of the invisible continent, via the
Tuamotu, Society, Kingdom of Tonga, to the land of the long white cloud (Aotearoa, i.e. Kiwiland)
where settled late (14th century) the most adventurous and war-prone Polynesians, the Maoris.
From the beginning of the 19th century, with an unusual sense of elegance, fair play and
commitment, the Maoris managed to self-destruct their culture, their people, abandoning their living
grounds, in order to make room to the current four millions of loyal subjects of Her Majesty the
Queen and their twenty four millions sheep.
Such a spirit of sacrifice deserves our admiration.

A wee surprised by the locals…..

Some Westing but not too much
All alike Bob Marley and his Rat Race, we entered into our Kiwi Race (from Neiafu-Tonga to OpuaNew Zealand) on Saturday, November the 1st, roughly around 11:11am…. Nearly as prepared as the
challengers of the “Route du Rhum” transatlantic: a minimum amount of food (the excess would be
thrown away by the customs), a perfectly clean hull (otherwise customs….), gale configuration of the
boat as this passage from the tropics to the subtropics has a very bad reputation and review of met
strategies.
Sailors crossing this part of the South Pacific at the end of the local winter (October) aim at slipping in
between two successive Westerly gales (one every 5/6 days on average for a passage of 8/10 days)
which intensify close to the North Kiwiland (35° South). Too soon, gales are very strong, too late, the
risk of being caught in a tropical cyclone are getting high (supposedly…).

Skippers tend to resort to divination exercises as well as listening to some “identified” met gurus
(which offer personalized routing service… for a fee). First one ensures that there is no SPCZ (a kind
of ZCIT – tropical convergence zone – broken in pieces, wet, very wet with thunderstorms etc…)
around the departing window, then that there won’t be a trough (and subsequent headwinds) on the
Northern Kiwiland around expected landing period and finally, that there is no big swell nor nasty
tropical disturbance joining in the middle…
The recommended route from Tonga is to head West until Auckland’s longitude is reached with
maybe a stop at Minerva Reed (an atoll lost in the middle of nowhere) and only then, going South
taking advantage of some low passing through.
That’s the theory, in practice we did it our way and we did EXTREMLY well. This quick passage (9
days) turned into a wild run in front of a low which locked the road for 15 days (100 sailing boats
were awaited in Opua during the last week in November).

Grib file 1st of november: a large zone of high is standing between Fiji and New Zealand.
To watch out: the north of the zone.

Saturday, the 1st of November, all is set: (no SPCZ, no gale warning, no big swell). On the 2nd, appears
the suspicion of the formation of a tropical ridge between Fiji and New Zealand which could induce
some showers and reinforcement of wind from the EAST right north of New Zealand. A quick passage
could thus be possible following the rhumb line (the most straight forward); it is all what is needed
to awake the extreme awareness of the beaver.

Extracts of the logbook give evidence of the situation:
2nd November:
Kiwi race has started!
Left Vava’u through north Hunga and volcanoes ride: Late Volcano on starboard, submerged
cones a bit further and the high Tofua. Perched on Tonga trench, volcanoes are highly alive, a
concubine could not compare. The island of Fonuafo’ou at large Tongatapu alternatively
appears and disappears. It is above the sea when erupting, then it erodes and disappears
(the nightmare of both the geographer and sailor: “I’m sure there was something – Of course
not, you’d better stop drinking my lad”). For our small skiff, all these submarine mounts
generate a crossed sea worth than a pilgrim heading to Jerusalem.
Since yesterday evening 1 then 2 reefs in the main sail, and genoa rolled 2 points : E/ESE 6/7
and swell 2/3meters, as usual, wearing life jacket and water-proof vests we enjoy buckets of
salt water in the cockpit. Quick, quick heading to the reef of the owl. No need for Prozac, we
surf on high with speed. We will review our strategy after getting the today weather forecast;
we would appreciate a cool down.

3rd November:
Change of weather options: we will not stop at Minerva reef, « Right on »; we will try to land
in Kiwiland before a nasty low is around, there is one emerging on Tasmania from the 8th of
November, and it will be on Opua by the 10 or 11, so we rush.

4th November:
We keep on with the south option, trying to maximize sailing in windy zones and arrive
before the unpleasant effects of a tropical low, which blocked by a high spread over New
Zealand, will be on Minerva reef at the beginning of next week. An unusual but identified
situation.
Our aim is to reach the 32°south as quick as possible, where we suspect that the effects of
the Thing will be lighter. We are not very keen in playing with 4 meters swell.

5th November:
Since this morning, high main sail and spinnaker on pole. N 3/4. Running with the wind.
We keep on in the anti-dep stuff :
-

-

Running in front of the low which is now announced by the end of the week,
centered on 24°S 20 – 178°E 34 (Sunday midday) and goes east. The objective is
still to pass under the 30°S before Sunday to minimize unpleasant effects.
Fighting against a total lack of wind so sending out the spinnaker (at least some
colors in the surrounding grey monotony) to gain mile after mile. Sailing at 3knts,
it is far from easy.

Grib file of the 6th of November, forecast of the 10th. The low was born on the equatorial side of the
high. The winds should reach 30 knts (gusts to 50 knts) and 4 meters swell on Minerva reef.
7th November:
Yodilho, yesterday 2pm, we headed into the convergence zone that we were hunting since 2
days, black, threatening, rainy of course. No time for fun… but that was well done. Went into
it with north wind, we came out rapidly with south wind 25 knts and a white sea… Off course,
we were expecting it, but nevertheless it hurts to know of the long sailing headwinds ahead…
How much serenity, pugnacity and detachment it needs to keep going mile after mile to
enter the heaven of Kiwis. Mahomet did not get this problem. Not fair, he was a prophet in
his country, but unsure Kiwis would have welcomed him. We will see if our demand for the
opening of a mosque will be granted. For now, much more of a Buddhist approach in
managing the rotation of the wind, mantra style. Nevertheless, we ask Athena and the Holy
Mary (one and only but at different times) to intercede for us as the polar temperatures
freeze our brains preventing us to think correctly.
Red sun this morning, one reef in the main sail and genoa, SE 5/6, waiting for the next wind
rotation by the end of the day which should prevent us from zorbing* continuously.
Zorbing*: a kiwi hobby, to roll down a hill locked up in a plastic bowl.
8th November:
Getting below the evil 30°S, weather is slightly better. Light sea, E/SE 4/5, we are heading
cool, straight to Opua. Sun is shining; lights are Mediterranean alike on a day of Mistral even
if the winter temperatures make us unhappy. The thermic shock is so strong that we think of
going North West directly to Noumea; that would be unreasonable and we are so
reasonable…

Opua marina Q (customs) dock
10th November:
Well, it’s over; landed in the Bay of Island, dolphins welcoming us. It is netty pretty, cold,
green, fish&chips…… Good morning England.

Some had an eventful passage:

A Canadian boat encountered some wind on her way…

A Britain holiday
Since a few weeks, we linger in the Bay of Islands renowned as the most beautiful sailing perimeter
of New Zealand. Of course, some will speak of the South Island with its fjords and glaciers. But we
won’t go there: permanent gale warnings from the East and the West, strong currents, deep
anchorages, polar temperatures, sandflies and enormous mosquitoes… and huge rain falls.

Motuarohia island or Roberton Island
The Bay of Islands is a famous place of local history.
The first settlers, the Maoris arrived 600 years ago; the Endeavour of Captain Cook was the first
European ship to anchor here.
Not long after, came a French corsair from Saint Malo which ended badly in the cook pot except his
head and hands that were recovered later, wonder how. He had just stolen cinnamon plants to the
Dutch in the Moluccas and was looking for the austral continent when landing in New Zealand; the
Maoris welcomed him then we supposed that the bay became “tabu” or that a crew member has
been indelicate. Trapped in the fog his 2 boats run into themselves and he had to go ashore to repair.
He never came back to his boat…
It is interesting to note that a similar story happened to Captain Cook in Hawaii. All went well the first
time he went ashore, but the second time was fatal, like Marion Dufresne only his head and hands
were recovered. Is there a “one time” tolerance for Polynesians?
Afterwards, flourished whale hunters of so evil reputation that Russel (the main city) was considered
as the hell hole of the South Pacific. Then New Zealand was incorporated into the British Crown, the
treaty that establish the British sovereignty (depending on which side one look at: Gibi or Maori) was
signed in Waitangi in the north of the bay; 3 months later, the Maoris would have signed with the
French… their future would have been much different, very much nicer of our experience in French
Polynesia.

The last episode of the first tome Go West
We will get some rest after this navigation and all the rest. New Zealand is a major stop in our
“longue route”. It is the first time since we departed more than a year ago that we stop for so long.
We came into the Tropics North and came out through South, left full West from Greenwich and are
now in the East, all this without losing our head (only one day).
465 days since the 3rd of august 2013, among whom 115 days of sailing, roughly 15000 nm, 10 time
the Q flag up the mast, 15 green rays, graupels and gusts, sauciThon, 60 liters of Rum, 600 liters of
fuel, 6000 sharks, 6 whales (a matter of scale factor), 80 logbook communiques.
It is a lot; Yo! is in good shape and the crew happy.

This post is the last of the first tome of the Yodyssey Saga: “Go West “.
Publication will start again next April/May, to relate the route from Kiwiland to Singapore through
New Caledonia, Papua, Indonesia… the Coral Sea, the Torres Strait, the Arafura Sea, Moluccas… just
for fun and dreaming….

Best wishes, Sanity and Sobriety,
Stéphanie / Christophe
Bay of Islands – New Zealand
30 November 2014
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